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ONE STAGE RULES
10,000 25,000 50,000 100,000 250,000 500,000 1,000,000ACCOUNT SIZE

PROFIT TARGET

DAILY
DRAWDOWN

OVERALL
DRAWDOWN

LEVERAGE

MINIMUM
TRADING DAYS

PROFIT SPLIT

TRADING PERIOD

ACCOUNT
PRICE

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

80/20 - 
95/5

 

80/20 - 
95/5

 

80/20 - 
95/5

 

80/20 - 
95/5

 

80/20 - 
95/5

 

80/20 - 
95/5

 

80/20 - 
95/5

 

1:50 - 1:100
 

1:50 - 1:100
 

1:50 - 1:100
 

1:50 - 1:100
 

1:50 - 1:100
 

1:50 - 1:100
 

1:50 - 1:100
 

 8%  8%  8% 8%  8%  8%  8%

 5%  5%  5%  5%  5%  5%  5%

 10% - 16%  10% - 16%  10% - 16%  10% - 16%  10% - 16%  10% - 16%  10% - 16%

UNLIMITED UNLIMITED UNLIMITED UNLIMITED UNLIMITED UNLIMITED UNLIMITED

$135 $295 $495 $795 $1,995 $3,995 $7,995



TWO STAGE RULES
10,000 25,000 50,000 100,000 250,000 500,000 1,000,000ACCOUNT SIZE

PROFIT TARGET

DAILY
DRAWDOWN

OVERALL
DRAWDOWN

LEVERAGE

MINIMUM
TRADING DAYS

PROFIT SPLIT

TRADING PERIOD

ACCOUNT
PRICE

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

80/20 - 
95/5

80/20 - 
95/5

 

80/20 - 
95/5

 

80/20 - 
95/5

 

80/20 - 
95/5

 

80/20 - 
95/5

 

80/20 - 
95/5

 

1:50 - 1:100 1:50 - 1:100 1:50 - 1:100 1:50 - 1:100 1:50 - 1:100 1:50 - 1:100 1:50 - 1:100

 8%/5%  8%/5%  8%/5% 8%/5%  8%/5%  8%/5%  8%/5%

 5%  5%  5%  5%  5%  5%  5%

 10% - 16%  10% - 16%  10% - 16%  10% - 16%  10% - 16%  10% - 16%  10% -16%

45/UNLIMITED
DAYS

45/UNLIMITED
DAYS

 

45/UNLIMITED
DAYS

 

45/UNLIMITED
DAYS

 

45/UNLIMITED
DAYS

 

45/UNLIMITED
DAYS

 

45/UNLIMITED
DAYS

 

$85 $175 $295 $495 $1,295 $2,485 $4,995



TRADING DAYS

One-stage 
We have removed our minimum and maximum trading
days! You can take as little or as much time as you
need to complete your challenge. No pressure!

Two-stage 
We have removed our minimum trading days but you
now have 45 days to complete stage one and
unlimited days to complete stage two. 

*Please note that there is an inactivity period of 30 days on accounts. you must  
place at least one trade every 30 days to keep your account active



NUMBER
OF ACCOUNTS

You are able to have any number or value of
challenge accounts, however, there is a
maximum of $1,000,000 on the funded stage. 

You can however scale up to $8,750,000 in total
funding between all accounts. 

*Please note that these rules are subject to change (rule changes will not affect existing accounts)



PROFIT
TARGETS &
DRAWDOWN LIMITS

Our profit targets have stayed the same at 8% on our one-stage and the
first stage of our two-stage evaluation. Our stage two profit target is 5%. 

our daily drawdown is trailing and has increased to 5% and our overall
drawdown is set to 10% on both the one stage and two stage challenges.  

*Please note that these rules are subject to change (rule changes will not affect existing accounts)

We have introduced a new scaling option that increases your overall drawdown up to a staggering 16%! 
This is obtained after your 2nd payout and is increased by 1% per payout. 



MT4
Thinkmarkets-demo

MT5
Thinkmarkets-demo

DEMO SERVERS
Eightcap Servers

MT4
Eightcap Demo-3

MT5
Eightcap-Demo

ThinkMarkets Servers



MT4
ThinkMarkets-Live 3 

MT5
ThinkMarkets-Live

LIVE SERVERS
Eightcap Servers

MT4
Eightcap REAL-4

ThinkMarkets Servers

MT5
Eightcap-LIVE



PROFIT 
SPLITS

The profit splits for both account
types are 80/20 . However, this profit
split is increased by 5% after each
payout up to a maximum of 95/5.

*Please note that these rules are subject to change (rule changes will not affect existing accounts)



SCALING
we have a scaling program that allows you to scale up to a
maximum funding amount of $8,750,000 no matter what
account size you begin with. 

Please Note: If you have multiple accounts, you can still
only scale up to a total of $8,750,000 per trader, not per
account.



$100,000 $150,000 $225,000 $337,500 $506,250

Once you hit $115,000
which is 15% you Can

request that we
scale up your

account

You then scale
1.5x after your

next 15%

and another
1.5x

and so on...and another...

SCALING PLAN
This scaling plan applies to all account sizes and is offered after  every 15% increase on your account.

(Withdrawls do not affect your scaling targets)

*Please note that these rules are subject to change (rule changes will not affect existing accounts). This example is for a $100,000 account.



after feedback from our trading community, we have decided to
remove our consistency rule from all future accounts.

CONSISTENCY
RULE



We have implemented a max lot limit to ensure proper risk management.
Below are the maximum open lots across all forex pairs that a trader can have at any given time.

$10K – 1 lot with risk

$25K – 2.5 lots with risk

$50K – 5 lots with risk

$100K – 10 lots with risk

$250K – 25 lots with risk

$500K – 50 lots with risk

$1 million – 100 lots with risk

 

*** This rule will be removed after 90 days and 3 withdrawals ***

LOT LIMIT

Please note: Lot sizes will vary on Metals, Stocks, Indices and Crypto Pairs. 



PROFIT LIMIT

Maximum Daily Profit: Traders can earn a maximum profit of 4% based on the initial account balance or
scaled account balance in a single trading day (trading day resets at 0:00 server time). 

To ensure capital protection and mitigate excessive risk-taking, we have implemented a profit limit per account. 
 

1.

 
2. Maximum overall profit: traders are unable to earn a profit of more than 10% of their account balance in a
single withdrawal period. For instance, if a trader has a profit of over 10% at the time of withdrawal, trades

generating profits above the 10% threshold will be removed.
 

3. Breach Policy: If a trader exceeds the 4% daily profit limit, it will be considered a soft breach. In this case,
the trades generating the excess profit will be closed automatically. However, breaching this rule 5 times will

result in the trader forfeiting the account.
 

*** This rule will be removed after 90 days and 3 withdrawals ***



 you can trade a maximum of $1,000,000 up to a scaling
maximum of $8,750,000 per trader. 

MAX FUNDING
AMOUNTS



Our leverage is 1:50 on forex pairs however, you now
have the option of paying an additional 25% to double

your leverage to 1:100

LEVERAGE



Cryptocurrency
30 minutes (up to 5 hours)

Credit card
Instant

PAYMENT
METHODS



PROFIT SPLIT
PAYOUTS 

You will receive your first payout after 21
trading days on your live-funded account.
From there you will be paid out every two
weeks using our payment partner deel or
through crypto utilizing Coinbase. 

*Please note that these rules are subject to change (rule changes will not affect existing accounts)

Payouts will take anywhere from one to five business days. This timeframe is
Dependant on the account type, Payment method, and quantity of payouts at
the time of the request.  



STOCKS &
INDICES

On MT4 You can trade Most major indices and a few stocks

On MT5 you can trade almost all major indices and over 500
stocks including blue chips! More details on available
stocks can be found here https://aqrefx.info/stocks

https://aqrefx.info/stocks


CRYPTO
On MT4 and Mt5 you can trade most large, mid and small cap
cryptocurrency pairs.  

You can find more details on our available crypto pairs
here https://aqrefx.info/crypto

https://aqrefx.info/crypto


FOREX
On both mt4 and MT5 you can trade all major forex pairs.

More details on available forex pairs can be found here
https://aqrefx.info/forex

https://aqrefx.info/forex


METALS
On both mt4 and MT5 you can trade Both XAU, XAG, XPT (Gold,
silver, Platinum) and copper



We do not allow the use of hft EA's on challenge accounts
or on funded accounts of any size or type.

HFT'S

*Please note that these rules are subject to change (rule changes will not affect existing accounts)



Tick scalping 
grid trading
Arbitrage
Hedging between accounts
Delayed or frozen data feeds
Unrealistic fills that don’t take into account slippage, where a huge lot size is used and closed within a small number of pips
Allowing others to trade your account
Copying others trades
Taking advantage of the demo environment

All challenge and funded accounts are traded on a demo account so we can manage our risk. 
After your 1st payout, Your funded account is connected to a real funded account, from which you are paid from.

 
To ensure trades can be executed effectively to the real account we can not tolerate any form of manipulation on any account.

Manipulation includes but is not limited to:

FINE PRINT
 (BUT SLIGHTLY BIGGER)



WHERE TO
LOGIN?

www.dashboard.aqrefx.com

http://www.dashboard.aqrefx.com/


THANK YOU
Hopefully this answered most of your questions. Please

reach out to us for any questions you may have!

Payments - payments@aqrefx.com
General Inquires - support@aqrefx.com

Career opportunities - careers@aqrefx.com 
Discord - discord.com/invite/aqrefx


